
1 Battling water woes in land of tragedy

1 India not among 118 nations that pledged to
push green energy 

1 Modi, Muizzu agree to set up core group to
further deepen ties

3 Michaung headed for A.P.; T.N. braces for heavy
rain

9 Apex court to examine plea for transparency in
birth records

10 Stocktake should account for failures of
developed countries: BASIC grouping

10 Himalayas need help, COP must respond: U.N.
chief

10 Criminal law Bills and decision on Mahua’s
conduct to rock Parliament

11 In 2022, 66% of malaria cases in Southeast Asia
were from India

11 After COVID break, Centre approves fourth phase
roll- out of GIAN scheme

13 Six exoplanets found orbiting a nearby bright
star 

13 BCG revaccination study in adults to begin in 23
States 

14 Why is COP-28 summit focusing on health

16 ‘India will be largest cotton producer’

1 Retired judges control arbitration with a tight
fist, need reform: V-P

1 Over 110 countries pledge to triple renewable
energy capacity by 2030

7 Centre appoints Rakesh Asthana, six others as
NHRC special monitors

8 Majority will have its way, but minority must
have its say in democracy, says CJI

8 Andhra coastal districts put on alert as cyclone  
Michaung nears

8 Activists seek disabled-friendly low-floor e-
buses in PM scheme

12 Andhra’s semi-guaranteed pension with add-
ons could set the template

12 International air travel penetration remains low
in India: CAPA

12 Govt bans ‘misleading dark patterns’ on e-
commerce platforms; notifies guidelines
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